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international business and financial hub, Singapore can not afford to
slacken in this aspect. Singapore has moved up the ranks to become
the World’s third Financial Centre after London and New York. All
this simply means that there is a need for our security standards and
service level to be resilient, robust and active.

Security Manpower Shortage An Un-nerving
Concern
However, there is a growing labor crunch for trained and certified
Security Officers. Some 60,000 security guards have been trained
since 2006 by the Workforce Development Agency (WDA), but only
36,000 are actively working. Industry observers said that some 50,000
guards are required which demonstrates that there is a real shortage
of 14,000.

OSP One-stop Security Manpower Solution
Platform

It is globally recognized that it has become increasingly necessary to
factor in security as part of the business process. In Singapore, the
Government is aggressively consolidating the security industry to
uplift the standards and professionalism to nurture greater investment
confidence from abroad and transform it into a Global City of choice.
In 2014, some start-ups in Singapore (there are about 5,400 in
the country), were able to raise more than US$850 million (S$1.2
billion) from local and foreign venture capital firms. And attracting
investments of such nature will continue to remain paramount to
building up Singapore’s economic power.
In recent years, heightened terrorism measures have also reinforced
the urgent need for new and more security facilities and services to
guard and protect human lives and assets in Singapore. Being an

In the wake of this deepening labor shortage scenario, OSP has
developed its own “One-stop Security Manpower Solution Platform”
which is designed to satisfy the urgent need of security service
providers with a cost-effective, efficient and fast solution. It can also
be customized to meet individual client’s operational needs, budget
and constraints.
Onestop Security Platform Pte Ltd, together with its parent company,
Enovax Pte Ltd (an IT enterprise solutions company), has developed
“OSP One-stop Security Manpower Solution Portal” to help bridge the
gap between Security Officers and Security Agencies by matching
them in an effort to address the labor crunch and help raise the
professional standards of the security industry.

KEY ISSUES FACING THE
SECURITY INDUSTRY

The security market in Singapore suffers from chronic structural
problems. The competitive nature of the industry often leads to
poaching of staff.
This problem prevents Security Officers from experiencing sufficient
on-the-job job satisfaction, career development and progression
opportunities, reasonable remunerations and public appreciation
for their dedicated services.
Late payment from clients is another problem faced by Security
Agencies. Customers may also default on payment, resulting in
many Security Agencies being unable to pay their staff on time.
Security Officers are not worried about losing their jobs with their
current employers as they believe they can simply find security jobs
from other agencies easily.
The frequent “no show” of Security Officers can cause Security
Agencies to incur heavy liquidated damages (LD) by client for every
absent Security Officer.
There is a mismatch of supply and demand here. There are
supposed to be 60,000 licensed Security Officers, but only about
36,000 Security Officers are active.
The low wages of Security Officer leads to job hopping. It has
become so rampant for Security Officer to “switch camp” for a
couple of dollars more.

Woes of Security Officers
The low wages of Security Officer is always an issue and Security
Officers who are unable to take the poor treatment from their
customers just leave the industry altogether.
With poor treatment from clients and agencies, there is no self
respect, dignity and pride in the job. This is especially so, when
some property owners expect lowly paid Security Officers to take
on additional tasks such as cleaning and concierge services.
The normal working hours of a Security Officer are 12 hours daily for
a 6 days work week (including night shift), leaving them with little
or no time for family life. And younger people are not motivated to
join the security work force.
Security Officers are often overworked and under-appreciated. They
have little rest between shifts, their customers or residents treat
them badly and load them with excessive expectations that are way
beyond their usual scope of duties.

BRIDGING GAP BETWEEN
SECURITY OFFICERS &
SECURITY AGENCIES

“OSP One-stop Security Manpower Portal” provides a markedly low
cost security solution. It is an cost-effective alternative for Security
Officers and Security Officers to be “matched” in a win-win situation.
In view of the prevailing issues faced by Security Officers and Security
Agencies alike, our web-based technology driven “OSP Security
Manpower Solution Portal” is designed to help raise the security
management of assets and lives. It is envisaged that the demand
for more sophisticated and state-of-the-art technology security
management system solution may one day become a standard
feature in future business or government installations, including
private residential properties.
From a national stand point, any enhanced security and safety
solution for improved security levels will be well received by the
business society. As such, with so much in store on the economic
front in Singapore, it is timely now for Onestop Security Platform Pte
Ltd to forge ahead with the commercialization of the “OSP Security
Manpower Solution Portal” for the long-term benefits of Security
Agencies, Security Officers, Security Service Buyers and ultimate endusers.

Our “OSP ONE-STOP SECURITY MANPOWER
SOLUTION PORTAL” boasts of enhanced
features developed by our parent company,
ENOVAX PTE LTD which will support and
maintain the IT functions & solutions of the
Portal.

PORTAL “UNIQUE” FEATURES
& ATTRIBUTES

BENEFITS TO SECURITY
AGENCIES
We are licensed by Ministry of Manpower (MOM) and offer a unique
Online Operating System (Portal) focusing in the security industry to
bridge the gap of good Security Officers with good Security Agencies.
Essentially, we provide a centralized profiling of top quality Security
Agencies (SA) and Security Officers (SO) for selection by each party to
form the best “fit”. Systematic details with a filtering search allow the
users (SA & SO) to compare and refine their choices.
The Portal is so well developed that it is very SIMPLE to use. Just
select the agency or officer and click and all relevant information is
displayed for the user to make his/her calculated decision. Precious
time is saved for other business. OSP Security Manpower Solution
Portal is specifically designed to bring the Best to the security
industry.

Quick access to a ready and “qualified” pool of Security Officers for
immediate employment and deployment to clients’ sites.
Pre-screening, analysis and selection done on System, alleviating
Security Agencies’ Human Resource Department having to look
through applications manually.
Cut cost in operating expenses like recruitment advertising, looking
through applicants and arranging for interviews, matching and rematching officers to sites in the absence of prior knowledge on
officer’s work preference and suitability. Better matching will result
in better retention of Security Officers, less resignations, less HR
headaches and better operational efficiency and results.

OSP provides a Neutral job match making service. Security officers
who register with OSP will indicate their choice of work sites and
locations as well as working hours. These data will be forwarded to
Security Agencies which have registered with OSP. Security Agencies
could also backtrack into the data base to search for officers that
match their available job vacancies.
OSP adopts the concept of combined marketing, recruitment and
advertising as an economical and quick alternative to expensive
advertising bills incurred by Security Agencies and long painful
hours of interviewing to recruit manpower to fulfill their contractual
obligations at clients’ sites. In addition, Security Officers often spend
time and money to attend interviews only to be disappointed when
they discover that it is a mismatch.

Security Agencies Search
With the filtering search, clients (Security Service Buyers) are able to
select the best suited agencies. Quotation request opens a formal and
direct link between clients and agencies. Security Agencies provides
coverage for the following sectors : Commercial and Industrial
Sector, Banking, Statutory Board, Condominium, Club, Construction
site, Hospitals, Convention & Exhibition and Education Institutions,
amongst others.

Security Officers Matching
Provide Security Officers with a better understanding of job
requirements and Security Agencies a better preview of job
applicants.

Individual Manpower Guide
Provide Security Agencies with a personal guide (personal &
preferred job details) of the Security Officers through a user-friendly
search function.

Reduce wastage where uniforms and other equipment are
issued and the Security Officer leaves after a few days due to the
mismatch.
Flexibility in employment requirements is possible where flexible
hours, odd working days, special site requests, industry preference,
etc are all stipulated in the OSP Portal.
With OSP Security Manpower Portal, Security Agencies have
access to Security Officers on a 24/7 basis which is critical in the
security field.

BENEFITS TO SECURITY
OFFICERS
FREE registration for Security Officers on Portal and QUICK access
to a Security Agency looking for people of their caliber.
Better first-hand knowledge of Security Agency which appeal to
them. Immediate information of the job requirements, location,
nature of work, industry, working hours, etc are available on the
portal.
Encourage women to return to the workforce, advocated by
NTUC’s “Women back to work” scheme - flexi hours/days.
Greater flexibility – allows licensed officers (working in other
industries) to be matched for events and selective/specific dates.

SOLVING SECURITY
MANPOWER PROBLEMS WITH
TECHNOLOGY
Portal Professionally managed by 2
Reliable Entities
As the technology partner in this OSP Portal, Enovax Pte Ltd provides
support for further development of optimized solutions designed
to satisfy the manpower requirements of the industry. We are
totally committed to this OSP Portal’s success and have assembled a
professional team to manage it. All IT solutions are fully devised inhouse and do not require any out-sourcing work – resulting in better
control and operational efficiency.

Enable Security Agencies to deploy older workers and female
Security Officers to more appropriate sites/assignments(eg
schools, concierge/reception work, shopping mall, etc.).

IT crew of software development architects, engineers, consultants,
programmers and designers.

The “left behind” Older Workers are also encouraged to join
the security work force – giving elderly people the dignity of
employment and financial freedom.

Provide technical or advisory support.

Allows Security Officers to work nearer to their homes, saving time
and money on transportation, and slightly more time with family.

Ensure the stability of access and operation of Portal (24/7).

We are mindful that our clients are aware of how important the
security, stability and continuity of their business is and we believe
our “OSP Security Manpower Platform” Services will further enhance
their comfort level so that they are able to go about growing their
security business in peace whilst we carry out our security manpower
“match making” duties in support of their business goals .
Concerted efforts will be continuously directed at the sustainability
and scalability of our “OSP Security Manpower Solution Portal”
and we are committed to working with the stakeholders of the
security trade, government agencies, associations and Union of
Security employees (USE) and Association of Certified Security
Agencies (ACSA) to help the security industry to grow and be more
professional, robust and resilient.

Appreciative security officers & business partners

“

Dear Colin
I refer to the above and our phone conversation this morning.
I have a job applicant who possesses a security licence and is interested to work as a security officer (day shift only). From
the information given by him to us recently, he was earlier convicted for an offence of selling contraband cigarettes and
as a result thereof, his security licence was revoked and not renewed by SIRD. However because of his numerous appeals
made through his MP, he managed to have his licence renewed recently. Hence, he is now able to apply for a security
officer’s job.

“

“

A pleasure to use One-stop Security Manpower Portal. I
will circulate your company name to all my friends.
James Chan was looking for an Operations Executive/ Operations
Manager position and was impressed with our service. He even updated
us of change of mobile number months later.

Thanks it is wonderful to know that for the first time
there is a onestop security platform available. I will keep
my options open for the meantime. I will surely come back
to you for help in future.
Nicholas Tan is glad that there is now a job matching platform he can turn
to in time of need.

“

Desmond, staying in Hougang, was looking for a day-shift relief job of 3-4
days in the East with daily pay.

“
“

Hi i’m Krishnan here, thank you for the help and support.
Tomorrow i’m starting work at Metropolis. Thank you
again.
Krishnan, staying in Yishun, was looking for a Supervisor position in the
North area only and we helped him secure his choice job.

“

Dear Colin, I had received 3 calls from the security
agencies and would meet them for an interview. Appreciate
your kindness in this matter cheers.

“

“

“

Tay Soo Wan
Senior Executive (Workers’ Upgrading and Employment)
Chinese Development Assistance Council
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